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Minutes from the February 2017 Wornington Green RSG Public Residents’ Meeting  

Thursday 23rd February 2017, 6.00pm to 8.00pm at Portobello Hall, W10 5NG 

 

Thanks to all the speakers and all the residents (19 of you) for attending this Residents’ Meeting.  

The meeting was chaired by Julie Kamara (RSG) and Mekor Newman (NewmanFrancis from 6-7pm, Patricia Poorman  from 7pm); and the 

minutes were taken by Hope Blandamer (NewmanFrancis). 

 

Officers attending: Sue Hannah (Catalyst), Patricia Poorman (Catalyst) and Tim Porter (Catalyst); and Suman Kumar (Age UK Kensington and 

Chelsea). 

 

Agenda Item Actions   

1. Welcome and introductions  

Julie welcomed everyone to the meeting. Everyone introduced themselves.  

2. Previous Minutes and Matters arising  

Hope ran through the minutes from the November public meeting: 

 

2.2 Sue to follow up on relaxing pest control measures – Hope explained that Catalyst no longer provide this service for 

residents but had made a special exception for Wornington Green while the regeneration works are ongoing. They will 

provide pest control service to treat mouse and rat within flats for residents. 
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5.1 Sue to look into light by bin chute in Pepler House – not yet done. Sue to follow up on this. 

5.2 Sue to try to find out from the council what kind of parking bays will be on Bonchurch, Faraday and Athlone Roads – Tim 

explained there will be mainly resident permit spaces, with one or two pay-and-display spaces. Catalyst are working with 

the council on Car Club spaces too. 

 

5.3 Patricia to make a map for finding Portobello Hall – It was agreed a map wasn’t needed but there are now signposts to 

the building. 

 

5.4 Hope to arrange a design recap session – Hope said this is still being discussed. 

 

5.5 Sue to arrange for door-knocking to be done about hoarding going up – Sue said this was done by Patricia. 

 

The minutes were signed off. 

2.1 Sue to follow up 

with light by bin 

chute in Pepler 

House 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.  Suman Kumar, Age UK K&C  

Suman introduced herself and gave an overview of the service provided for older residents during the redevelopment. Left leaflets 

for people to take for themselves or neighbours. 

A resident asked if Age UK K&C are affiliated with Age Concern. Suman said yes, Age UK is now the name and the branding is the 

same although her branch only works in this borough. 

Suman also explained that she is working with Catalyst and the Wornington Green Community Group to organise a Health and 

Wellbeing Fair which is scheduled to take place on the 15th March. The event is free and targeted at residents age 55+. Get in 

contact with her on SKumar@aukc.org.uk or 0208 969 9105 for more information. 

 

 

 

4. Tim Porter, Regeneration Update  

Phase 1:  

 

mailto:SKumar@aukc.org.uk
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- Final block will be finished end of March. [NB: since this meeting took place, the timescale has changed and it will now be 

finished at the end of April] 

- Ardmore will be finishing the park and other small bits in April 

o The pile of rubble opposite the final block is being cleared. The Park will be extended into that space. After the park 

is finished it may be shut to the public for a short time to allow the grass to bed properly.. A new footpath will be 

reinstated to enable access from Wornington Road to Portobello Road. 

Phase 2: 

- Demolition has started on 192 & 194 Wornington Road, Edward Kennedy House and 65-96 Pepler House, and is on target to 

finish at the end of May. 

- The tendering process for the construction contractor has been done, with resident involvement. The successful company 

will be announced in the next 10 days. [NB: since this meeting took place, the announcement has been delayed, and will be 

announced soon] 

- The construction contractor is due to start building Block 4 in July. It is a 22-24 month build period. There will be 61 rented 

and 31 private-sale properties. 

- Block 6: Catalyst are still going through detailed planning. The decant process for Katherine, Macaulay, Chesterton and 

Breakwell Houses is being formulated and will be shared over the next couple of months. 

- The work for Block 6 is likely to start in 2019. It will be a 3.5 – 4 year programme (demolition and construction) for 

approximately 200 properties. 

Phase 3: 

- A design competition for the architects has started. Residents will be involved in mid – late summer 2017 to select the 

architects. 

Tim reminded everyone of regeneration drop-in session held every last Monday of the month in Portobello Hall from 2-4pm. Also 

offered to have individual chats with residents if they drop in to his office in Portobello Hall. 
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Resident questions: 

A resident asked what is happening with the haul road. Tim explained it’s built and in use. It will be used more frequently as the 

larger part of the demolition happens over the next few months. 

 

A resident asked for more information on Phase 3, having been told originally it was due to start in 2018 and now is not likely to 

happen for 8-10 years. Tim replied that Phase 3 has not yet got detailed planning so cannot be specific with dates. He said some 

people from Phase 3 buildings will be moving into Block 6, and the anticipated first moves for those properties is 2023. Sue added 

that it is hard to be more specific, and suggested that the resident speak to their Housing & Regeneration Co-ordinator for more 

details. Also that Block 6 North (the first part of Block 6 to be built) will be prioritised for moves from Chiltern and Watts Houses. 

 

A resident then asked for information about the maintenance arrangements for the long-term for Phase 3 buildings, giving the 

example of her windows not opening/closing properly and not wanting to live with this for the next 10 years. Sue replied that there 

are commitments to maintenance of all the blocks, but often need to look at things on a case-by-case basis, so she would be happy 

to make an appointment to look at the resident’s window. Tim also clarified that moves into Block 4 are expected in 2019 and Block 

6 in 2023 so it may not be as long as 10 years. 

 

A resident asked when Faraday Road would open to the public. Tim explained that the adoption process for the new roads has been 

started with the council; Ardmore are bringing the roads up to the correct standard. This should be done by the end of the month. 

However the section of Faraday Road in front of the Venture Centre will stay closed off to the public for the time being. 

 

A resident asked about the parking arrangements on Faraday Road. Tim said this was part of the adoption discussion with the 

council. . 

 

A resident commented that the rubbish being left on the estate is very bad, and asked why it’s not being cleared away. Sue replied 

that fly-tipping and ASB in the blocks and around the estate is terrible. It takes the caretakers a long time to clear the rubbish, and 

takes them away from their normal work. There is a risk that if this continues, service charges may have to go up. Catalyst need 
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residents’ help to stop this behaviour – they are open to any suggestions. Sue asked residents to tell Catalyst if they see people 

dumping rubbish, or to talk to the person directly (if they feel comfortable to do so). Sue added that their ASB Team is being trained 

to go through the rubbish to find evidence of who dumped it. 

Another resident asked if people leave their property in their flats when they move, will Catalyst charge them for this? Sue said this 

would need to be discussed on a case-by-case basis. 

Julie asked for an update from Catalyst at the next meeting about the cleaning and fly-tipping etc. 

 

 

 

4.1 Catalyst to 

provide an update on 

cleaning and fly-

tipping etc. at the 

May public meeting. 

5. ITA Service Discussion by Catalyst  

Mekor and Hope left the meeting at 7pm. 

 

Patricia and Karina facilitated a workshop to get residents views on the Public & RSG meetings.  She explained that NewmanFrancis 

(ITA) contract is due to finish the end of September 2017, thus in order to comply with Catalyst procurement procedures the service 

will need to be retendered.  NewmanFrancis will be invited to submit a tender as well as other ITAs.  She emphasised that the RSG 

Committee has an important role to play in the regeneration and work really hard to represent the views of the wider community. 

 

 The service will be retendered for a further three years.   Four members of the RSG have volunteered to work with Catalyst to agree 

the specification for the new service before it is issued to potential ITAs and two members will take part in the shortlisting and 

interview process. The outcome from the workshop will be used to help scope the specification for the new service.   

 

 

 

6. Round-up and AOB  

Meeting closed at 7:40pm.  

Date of next public meeting: Thursday 25th May 2017, 6pm – 8pm.  
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The RSG Public Residents' Meetings are organised by the NewmanFrancis Independent Tenant Advice Service and supported by the 

Wornington Green Resident Steering Group.   
 

The meetings help keep residents informed about what is happening with the regeneration and are open to all residents living on 

Wornington Green.  Tell your friends and neighbours! 
 

For more information about the work of the Independent Tenant Advice Service and how to get involved contact us on: 
 

Freephone: 0800 644 6040 or 020 8536 1436   

Mekor Newman, ITA Project Manager mekor@newmanfrancis.org    

Hope Blandamer, ITA Project Worker hope@newmanfrancis.org 

worningtongreen@newmanfrancis.org 

 

mailto:mekor@newmanfrancis.org
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